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WELCOME

Presentation 1: Introduction to our new worldview 

Presentation 2: Christ and the Cosmos: background 

Presentation 3: Colossians (i) Context, outline and teaching 

Presentation 4: Colossians (ii) Christ and the cosmos 

Presentation 5: Ephesians (i) Context, outline and teaching  

Presentation 6: Ephesians (ii) Christ and the cosmos



PRESENTATION 1

• Faith and reason 

• Changing our worldview 

• Pastoral context 

• Do our texts help us? 

• Questions for reflection 

• Task 

• Next step



FAITH AND REASON

• Faith and reason: a complex relationship. 

• Disturbance: Reformation / Galileo / Darwin. 

• The new “evangelical” atheism. 

• In the “catholic” forms of Christianity: faith + reason go together. 

• Issues arise: in ethics, especially, but also in cosmology. 

• Issues arise: in worldview (the origin of the universe). 

• Q: how to speak of God, Christ and Christianity today.



CHANGING OUR WORLDVIEW

• Original context/thought world of Christianity  

• The “inhabited world” of the Roman Empire: the “oikumēnē” 

• The voyages of discovery (15th and 16th centuries) 

• The missionary outreach (19th century) 

• “Extra ecclesiam nulla salus” 

• Map of early Christianity
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CHANGING OUR WORLDVIEW

• The Big Bang theory. 

• Immensely complex. 

• Yet, ordinary people are aware of it. 

• Generates both awe and wonder…and a sense of insignificance. 

• It was first promoted by a Belgian Catholic priest and scientist.



CHANGING OUR WORLDVIEW

• The big bang theory was born of the 
observation that other galaxies are 
moving away from our own at great 
speed in all directions, as if they had all 
been propelled by an ancient explosive 
force. 

• A Belgian priest named Georges 
Lemaître first suggested the big bang 
theory in the 1920s, when he theorised 
that the universe began from a single 
primordial atom.  

• The idea received major boosts from 
Edwin Hubble's observations that 
galaxies are speeding away from us in 
all directions. 

• It was supported also by the 1960s 
discovery of cosmic microwave 
radiation—interpreted as echoes of the 
big bang—by Arno Penzias and Robert 
Wilson.



CHANGING WORLDVIEWS

• In the first 10^-43 seconds of its existence, 
the universe was very compact, less than a 
million billion billionth the size of a single 
atom.  

• It's thought that at such an 
incomprehensibly dense, energetic state, 
the four fundamental forces—gravity, 
electromagnetism, and the strong and weak 
nuclear forces—were forged into a single 
force, but our current theories haven't yet 
figured out how a single, unified force 
would work.  

• To pull this off, we'd need to know how 
gravity works on the subatomic scale, but 
we currently don’t. 

• Usually we are “aware” of this worldview, 
without really understanding it (which is to 
be expected).
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CHANGING OUR WORLDVIEW

• A revolutionary change in perspective. 

• And Jesus? 

• World religions? 

• Ecology and faith? 

• Cosmology and faith? 

• Back to faith and reason. 

• Proclaiming Christ today cannot ignore this new setting. 

• Handing on the faith cannot be done without dialogue with our culture.



CHANGING OUR WORLDVIEW

• The dialogue has already started. 

• Evolution: Teilhard de Chardin and Beatrice Bruteau. 

• Cosmology: Ilia Delio and Richard Rohr. 

• Redemption: Elizabeth Johnson and the critics of Anselm. 

• Ecology: Dermot Lane. 

• Setting the scene: a quick look at each perspective.



EVOLUTION

• French Jesuit priest, palaeontologist and spiritual writer 

• Part of the team which discovered Peking Man 

• Integration of faith and the new scientific world view 

• Cosmogenesis / Biogenesis / Noogenesis / Christogenesis 

• Based largely on Colossians 1:15-17 

• Writings: a great deal integration evolution and Christian faith 

• Critic of “original sin” as received from Augustine onwards



EVOLUTION

At this very moment we have reached a 
delicate point of balance at which a 
readjustment is essential. It could not, in fact, 
be otherwise: our Christology is still expressed 
in exactly the same terms as those which three 
centuries ago, could satisfy men whose 
outlook on the cosmos it is now physically 
impossible for us to accept.  

(Christianity and Evolution) 

Whenever we try intellectually and vitally to 
assimilate Christianity with all our modern 
soul, the first obstacles we meet always derive 
from original sin. … Original sin, in its present 
representation, is a constant bar to the natural 
development of our religion. It clips the wings 
of hope: we are incessantly eager to launch 
out into the wide open field of conquest which 
optimism suggests, and every time it drags us 
back into the overpowering darkness of 
reparation and expiation.  

(Christianity and Evolution)



EVOLUTION

• Beatrice Bruteau (1930-2014). 

• “A scholar, teacher, inter-spiritual 
pioneer, and intrepid explorer of the 
evolutionary edge of 
consciousness.” (NCR obituary). 

• She built in the vision of Teilhard, 
taking seriously quantum physics and 
Trinitarian theology. 

• Evolution: freedom, spondic 
personhood, relationality. 

• Matter: not static building blocks, but 
webs of energy relationships. 

• Communion: God is relationship; 
matter is relationship; human life is 
relationship.  

• New “metaphysics” of nature starting 
in relationality.



EVOLUTION

To enter by our transcendent freedom into 
Christ and to become a New Creation 
means to enter by faith into the future of 
every person and into the very heart of 
creativity, into the future of God.  

(Freedom: If Anyone Is in Christ That Person 
is a New Creation) 

If I am asked, “Who do you say I am?” My 
answer is: “you are the new and ever 
renewing act of creation. You are all of us, as 
we are united in You. You are all of us as we 
live in one another. You are all of us in the 
whole cosmos as we join in Your exuberant 
act of creation. You are the Living One who 
improvises at the frontier of the future; it is 
has not year appeared what You shall be.   

(Freedom: If Anyone Is in Christ That Person 
is a New Creation)



COSMOLOGY

• Ilia Delio, OSF 

• A Franciscan Sister of Washington, DC 
and American theologian specialising 
in the area of science and religion, 
with interests in evolution, physics and 
neuroscience and the import of these 
for theology. 

• Villanova University, Washington 

• Also much influenced by Teilhard de 
Chardin 

• The Unbearable Wholeness of 
Being: God, Evolution and the 
Power of Love (Orbis, 2013) 

• Personal Transformation and a New 
Creation (ed. 2016) 

• Exciting to read, using a sometimes 
challenging language



COSMOLOGY

The discoveries of twentieth–century science, 
especially Big Bang cosmology (“universalism” 
or cosmic wholeness) and evolution (nature's 
openness to the future), ushered in two new 
dimensions of life, wholeness and futurism. 
Contrary to the ancient Ptolemaic cosmos of 
order, stasis, and hierarchy, the Big Bang 
cosmos was now seen in its evolving capacity 
for greater wholeness and openness to 
consummation in the future.  

From Teilhard to Omega: Co-creating an 
Unfinished Universe 

Christ is the model for creation so that, “what 
happened between God and the world in 
Christ points to the future of the cosmos. It is a 
future that involves the radical transformation 
of created reality through the unitive power of 
God’s love.”  This universe, therefore, has a 
destiny; the world will not be destroyed. 
Rather, “it will be brought to the conclusion 
which God intends for it from the beginning, 
which is anticipated in the mystery of the 
Incarnate Word and glorified Christ.” 

 Christ in Evolution



COSMOLOGY

• Richard Rohr, OFM (born 1943).  

• American author, spiritual writer, 
Franciscan friar based in Albuquerque, 
New Mexico. 

• Center for Action and Contemplation 
(https://cac.org). 

• Lots of books, including 

• Falling Upward: A Spirituality for the 
Two Halves of Life (2011) 

• The Divine Dance: The Trinity and 
Your Transformation with Mike 
Morrell (Whitaker, 2016)  

• The Universal Christ: How a 
Forgotten Reality Can Change 
Everything We See, Hope For and 
Believe (2019) 

• Offers an integration vision of 
spirituality, ecology and the cosmos.

https://cac.org


COSMOLOGY

Numerous Scriptures make it very clear that 
this Christ has existed “from the beginning” 
(John 1:1-18; Colossians 1:15-20, and 
Ephesians 1:2-14 being primary sources) so 
the Christ cannot be coterminous with 
Jesus. But by attaching the word “Christ” to 
Jesus as if it were his last name, instead of a 
means by which God’s present has 
exchanged all matter throughout history, 
Christians got pretty sloppy in their 
thinking. Our faith became a competitive 
theology with various parochial theories of 

salvation, instead of a universal cosmology 
inside of which all can live with an inherent 
dignity.  

Right now, perhaps more than ever, we 
need a God as big as the still-expanding 
universe, or educated people will continue 
to think of God as a mere add-on to the 
world that is already awesome, beautiful 
and worthy of praise in itself. 

The Universal Christ 



REDEMPTION

• Elizabeth Johnson (1941-), a Sister 
of St Joseph. 

• Distinguished Professor Emerita of 
Theology at Fordham University. 

• Lots of book, including: 

• She Who Is: The Mystery of God 
in Feminist Theological 
Discourse (1991) 

• Ask the Beasts: Darwin and the 
God of Love (2014) 

• Creation and the Cross: The 
Mercy of God for a Planet in 
Peril (2018) 

• Our interest here is in her critique 
of the Anselmian doctrine of 
redemption.



REDEMPTION

• Anselm of Canterbury (1033/34-1109) 

• Q: why did Jesus have to die on the 
cross?  

• Adam was a real historical person, 
who committed original sin 

• God was offended and satisfaction 
was necessary 

• Only someone both human and 
divine could bring about satisfaction 

• Thus, Jesus had to die to make 
satisfaction to God’s honour 

• Main work: Cur Deus Homo? (Why the 
God-Man?) 

• Anselm offers an intense picture of 
God’s graceful mercy 

• He may hear been the most successful 
theologian ever



REDEMPTION

• This whole model should be set 
aside, says Johnson: 

• Disastrous image of God 

• Resurrection is not integrated 

• The ministry and teaching of 
Jesus are not part of salvation 

• Morbid spirituality of suffering 

• An ethic of submission to 
injustice (slavery, attitude to 
women etc.) 

• We may add:  

• Adam was never a historical 
human being 

• There was no original sin 
“event” in that sense



REDEMPTION

Recall that what resurrection means in the concrete 
is not seriously imaginable to us who still live 
within the time-space grid of our known universe. 
Yet the empty tomb stands as an historical marker 
for the God of creation who can act with a power 
that transfigures biological existence itself. The 
Easter narratives witness that the crucified Jesus 
did not die into nothingness but into the ineffable 
embrace of God who gives life, the first fruits of all 
the human dead. His destiny means that our hope 
does not merely clutch at a possibility, but stands 
on the irrevocable ground of what has already 
transpired in him. … 

So does the great hymn in Colossians (1:15-20) 
which draws on the Wisdom tradition and the 
history of Jesus in equal measure to proclaim 
Christ as “the firstborn of all creation.” The 
drumbeat of “all things” repeated five times in this 
short text, coupled with references to “all creation,” 
“everything,” the encompassing “things visible and 
invisible,” and “all things where on earth or in 
heaven,” drives home the blessing of new life that 
flows to all creatures from the crucified and risen 
Christ.  

Creation and the Cross. The Mercy of God for a 
Planet in Peril 



ECOLOGY

• Laudato Sì: Pope Francis 

• The issue of our day. 

• Call to wake up 

• God the creator 

• Faith as communion.  

• Dermot Lane  

• Theology and Ecology in 
Dialogue (2020) 

• Joining up: theology, 
anthropology, pneumatology,  
Christology, eschatology, liturgy 
and Eucharist.  

• A vast project in under 200 pages.



ECOLOGY

A second example of Wisdom Christology 
can be found in Colossians 1:15-20.  

… Whenever Christ is given a role in 
creation, or is present at the beginning of 
things, the intention is that Christ is taking 
on the role previously given to the figure of 
Wisdom in the Sapiential literature. … 

Creation is the expression of God’s desire 
out of love to share God’s self with the 
world. That self-communication of God in 
creation finds its fullest realisation in the life, 
death and resurrection of Jesus as Wisdom 
personally embodied in the flesh of Christ.  

… God implants, as it were, a dynamic 
orientation within creation through the gift 
of Word, Spirit and Wisdom. 

Theology and Ecology in Dialogue



PASTORAL CONTEXT

• Writers: windows, opening up a new worldview. 

• A lot of “stuff”, but exciting… 

• So, we need a big re-imagining. 

• Pastorally: to be able to speak to our times. 

• Spiritually: to be able to connect with the great issues of the day. 

• Theologically: Christ and creation go together.  

• Where to from here?



DO OUR BASIC TEXTS HELP US?

The Jesus we have found throughout A Marginal Jew 
presented himself to his fellow Palestinian Jews as the 
eschatological prophet in the mould of Elijah, sent to 
Israel at the climax of its history to begin the regathering 
of the whole people, a people prepared for the coming 
of God’s definitive kingdom by a radical doing of his will 
according to the Torah as interpreted by Jesus.  

JP Meier, A Marginal Jew. Volume V. Probing the 
Authenticity of the Parables, p. 372 

The Col hymn professes that Christ Jesus is the image of 
the invisible God—God’s son in whom all things were 
created, in whom all the fullness of God was pleased to 
dwell, and through whom all things were reconciled to 
God. How within fifty years (at the latest) did Christians 
come to believe that about a Galilean preacher who was 
crucified as a criminal? Like the other NT hymns, Col 
1:15-20 offers a challenge to understanding the 
development of NT Christology . . . Given the fact that 
most scholars judge hymns in the Pauline letters to be 
prePauline or nonPauline in origin, one should note 
where “high” christological statements in those hymns 
are similar to statements in the prose of the undisputed 
letters, e.g., compare Col 1:16 and 1 Cor 8:6.   

RE Brown, Introduction to the New Testament, p. 617



QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION

• Imagine you would like to explain to a friend the substance of this 
reflection: how would you do it briefly and effectively?  

• Did any of the writers mentioned strike a chord with you? 

• What do we have to let go of? 

• What are we definitely holding on to?



TASK

• Spiritual practice: compose a prayer for our time.



NEXT STEP

• Our focus is on the hymns in Colossians and Ephesians. 

• However, the portrait of the cosmic Christ requires some background. 

• The Wisdom traditions of the Jewish Scriptures. 

• The understanding of “resurrection” at the time. 

• Philosophy at the time.  

• The early appearance of “Christ devotion.” 

• Thanks for your patience!


